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SHERATON HOTEL; Downtown Denver
May 30, 31, & June 1, 2015
(Saturday, Sunday, & Monday, the week after Memorial Day weekend)
Challenging, validating, and sharing; struggling with common dilemmas; discovering new solutions; guiding and supporting each other; and welcoming new providers to the field: These are the goals for presentations on laws and policy, juvenile justice, assessment & treatment, probation, community supervision & care, strategies for maximizing services with scarce resources, use of risk assessment and typology research in policy and treatment planning, protecting sibling relationships, transitions into successful adult independence for emancipating youth, neurological and psychiatric interventions, countering cultural influences of the internet & new technologies, and community safety.

About the Conference.....

Since the early 1980’s, providers serving sexually abusive children and adolescents have shared information through the National Adolescent Perpetration Network (NAPN). The NAPN conference continues to provide this forum. 30 years of work has informed enormous changes in our understanding of juvenile sexual offending, and best practices for prevention and intervention continue to evolve. Current juvenile models for treatment are very different from the modified adult programs of the 1980’s; by addressing factors that decrease the risks of sexual problems and abusive dynamics, while increasing the skills to support healthy relationships and successful outcomes, treatment is likely to achieve results far beyond the initial goals of containment and risk management. Good news abounds in discoveries from research that inform a more comprehensive holistic understanding of the functioning of youth.

NAPN 2015 welcomes diverse, multidisciplinary professionals, who deal with sexually abusive youth in a variety of roles and settings, to explore the implications of research and clinical experience, specifically relevant to the troubled and troubling youth who perpetrate sexual abuse..... With political and economic stresses, it is important we maximize the effective use of scarce resources and advocate for successful strategies in our communities.

“Reflections” will be a celebration of where we have been and lay a foundation for future developments, as we come together to share in the prevention of sexual abuse.

The need for continuing education continues in order to use news from research, case management and clinical practice to bring the most up to date services to the youth we treat and to prevent others from beginning to perpetrate sexual abuse. New information is constantly changing what we need to know and do in practice and the annual NAPN conference is all about sharing! NAPN 2015 will again provide a safe haven as we come together to renew our commitment to the prevention of sexual abuse and consider the future role of NAPN.

NAPN Conferences in Denver had traditionally been in February, but big snows throughout the country in recent years influenced the decision to move to later spring dates. The high country of the Rocky Mountains is nearby with easy access to hiking, fishing, or camping for those who might like to tack on a little vacation time.

The Sheraton Hotel again promises an enthusiastic welcome for a very affordable conference, with NAPN rooms at incredible prices for this locale, and the downtown area has continued to grow and develop even more fantastic venues for some rest and relaxation before or after the conference.

Plan NOW to come join us in Denver!

30th Annual NAPN Conference; Denver Colorado; May 30, 31, & June 1, 2015
Sheraton Hotel Downtown

Conference Registration Cost: $245 early; $265 late.
Hotel rooms $119 plus tax
Make hotel reservations before registering for NAPN ; enter confirmation #;
& receive $25 discount on NAPN registration!

Register on line
at www.kempenapn.org courtesy of Kempe Center Foundation
Register on-line with credit card or check.

Questions? Contact: Gail.Ryan@childrenscolorado.org or 303-864-5300
General Information

Conference Venue:
The Sheraton Denver Downtown
1550 Court Place, Denver, CO 80202
On the Downtown, 16th Street Mall

Reservations: 1-888-627-8405
*For Group Rate, Mention “NAPN Conference” and dates
or go to https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/adpe for conference rate
(Your confirmation # gets you a discount on conference registration)

A block of rooms has been reserved for Conference Delegates, at a special conference rate, for a standard room:
**$119.00 per room/per night for single or double occupancy; plus taxes**

Please make your reservations directly with the hotel

Go to https://www.starwoodmeeting.com/Book/adpe to reserve rooms at conference rate

***Make your room reservations EARLY! to assure space (Deposit required; see cancellation policy below:)**

***The Incredible reduced rate room block price is only guaranteed until **May 7, 2015***

**NOTE: Because our meeting space is provided in consideration of our guests renting rooms, conference participants staying at the conference hotel receive a discount on conference registration by providing the confirmation number from their room reservation.***

Hotel Cancellation Policy: Full refund for cancellations more than 48 hours before scheduled arrival. To avoid one night’s room and tax (14.75%) no show charge, you must cancel your reservations 48 hours prior to arrival.

Ground Transportation:
If you are flying into Denver’s International Airport, we recommend the Super Shuttle, which can be booked at the Level 5 baggage claim area. The cost to/from the Sheraton Downtown one way is $22. For more information call 1-888-888-6025.

*The Sheraton has Valet parking at $39 per night, and self-parking at $29 per night. Indoor garage parking and surface lots are available in the downtown vicinity beginning at about $10 per day and up.

Conference Cancellation Policy
If it becomes necessary to cancel your conference registration, please contact Gail Ryan in writing at the Kempe Center, TCH / AMC, Box 390; 13123 East 16th Ave; Aurora CO 80045; or Gail.Ryan@childrenscolorado.org
A $50.00 administrative fee will be withheld. **No cancellations/refunds will be issued after May 15, 2015.**

Documenting Attendance & Continuing Education Credits for Counselors & Social Workers
Certificates of Attendance will be issued to all who attend the full three days, at no added cost, to document training hours. Continuing Education Credits are pending for Social Work and Certified Counseling, sponsored by the Kempe Center, University of Colorado, School of Medicine which maintains responsibility for program content. A $25.00 administrative processing fee is payable at time of registration, for CEC’s from the NBCC and NASW. APA and CME credits are not available.
Professionals may document their contact hours with either the certificate of attendance or may purchase the Certificate documenting the CEC hours approved for SW or CC credit. No credit can be given for partial attendance at the Conference and those purchasing the Certificate of Continuing Education Credits must sign in daily.

Exhibitor Information
A limited number of exhibitor spaces will be available. Retail sales require approval/permission.

On site book sales will be handled by the conference bookseller:
Deanne & Harry Gruenberg of Self Esteem Shop; P 248-549-9900; dg.selfesteemshop@gmail.com

For information about Exhibit Space or to obtain an application to apply for space, please contact andrea.steinberg@childrenscolorado.org

---

Taking a little vacation?.... Bringing family along?

Downtown Denver has lots to see and do! ......... and Springtime in the Rockies will be ushering in summer, with great family vacation options!
For more info go to www.denver.org or www.colorado.com

Or Call the Concierge at the Sheraton for helpful advice about arranging tours, vacation packages, and entertainment.
Friday, May 29, 2015

6:00 - 8:00pm. Early Registration Pick Up for Pre-registered Participants only.

Saturday, May 30, 2015

9:00am Seminars Begin (included in cost of registration)
7:30am - 5:30pm Conference Registration Desk Open and Seminars in progress

9:00am - 12:30pm Morning Intensive Seminars

Morning Break Sponsored by Third Way Center, Residential Treatment & Education

Seminar #A1 Improving Outcomes & Alliance: Feedback Informed Treatment of Adolescents who Sexually Offend
David Prescott LICSW; Director of Professional Dev & Quality Improvement; Becket Family Services;
Key: Evidence based practice. Evaluating, improving effectiveness of therapeutic relationship

Seminar #A2 Adolescent Development & Our Multi-Media World
Jacqueline Page Psy D.; University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center; Dept. of Psychiatry; Memphis, TN
Key: What we do know vs. think we know about media exposure impacts on adolescent development

Seminar #A3 “Attach Here”: Examining the role of attachment in the etiology & treatment of sexual behavior problems in children and adolescents
Kevin Creeden MA, LMHC; Director of Assessment & Research; Whitney Academy; Freetown, MA
Key: Role of attachment in resiliency, self regulation, reward seeking, adaptive problem solving and Tx progress

Seminar #A4 When the abused and abusing are both your children: Foundational principles for working with parents
Amber McDonald LCSW, PhD student, Research Assistant; Fostering Healthy Futures; Kempe Center
& Lisa Tani MSW; Forensic Interviewer & Family Support Advocate; Blue Sky Ridge; Boulder CO
Key: Parental denial/acceptance; crisis intervention; competing needs; advocacy in navigating the system

Seminar #A5 Treating Female Adolescents who Sexually Offend: Relational Considerations
Su Robinson MSW; Burlington VT
Key: Gender similarities and differences; recognizing trauma, relationship based treatment

12:30-2:00pm Lunch (on your own)

The 16th Street Mall stretches through the vibrant Downtown Denver shopping and business community offering many choices for meals in every price range. The Mall SHUTTLE is FREE and you can get on or off at any stop, so ride it to see what your choices are …… for Saturday Lunch and for Sunday evening…..
Just don’t forget to come back for your afternoon sessions and the Saturday night Opening Event!!

2:00am - 5:30pm Afternoon Intensive Seminars

Afternoon Break Sponsored by Third Way Center, Residential Treatment & Education

Seminar #B6 Developmental Antecedents associated with Juvenile Sexual Offending: Implications for Intervention
Tom Leversee MSW LCSW; Adjunct Faculty University of Denver; School of Social Work, Denver CO
Private practice: Assessment, Consultation, and Training
Key: Recognizing etiological factors in treatment; connecting client’s story to insight re behavior patterns

Seminar #B7 Post-traumatic Growth: A Realistic Goal from Thriving After Abuse
Geral Blanchard MA LPC; Center for Peace Research, Quaker Friends House; Des Moines, IA
Key: Interpreting meaning and growth after adverse experience; trauma stewardship, vicarious resiliency
Seminar #B8  How Do You Think about Risk Assessment? Development and Use of the MASOC Child and Adolescent Assessment Protocol (M-CAAP)
Kevin Creeden MA LMHC; Whitney Academy, East Freetown MA
Key: Formulation of comprehensive, individualized risk management, positive development, and treatment plans

Seminar #B9  The Daily Supervision and Care of Youth ‘at risk’ for Abusive Behaviors
Andrea Steinberg, Co-Facilitator, NAPN and Trainer/Coordinator, Perpetration Prevention, Kempe Center & Erika McElroy PhD; Co-Facilitator, NAPN and Clinical Operations Manager, Imhoff Clinic, Kempe Center
Key: Defining special supervision for parents & caregivers; safety planning, daily decisions, fostering growth

Seminar #B10  Trauma-Responsive Services: A Strengths-Based Approach
Kevin Powell PhD; Clinical Director, Platte Valley Youth Services Center; Colorado Division of Youth Corrections
Key: Reasons for optimism; Service objectives: stabilization, relationships, assessment, intervention, prevention

*** Welcoming Event ***
7:00 - 9:00pm  Opening Reception with Light Fare and Cash Bar  Saturday, May 30, 2015

Big Thanks to Colorado Committee Volunteers & Hosts:
Tom Leversee, Chris Lobanov-Rostovsky, Jesse Roberts, Carl Blake, Renee Johnson, Glenda Melaragno, Raechel Alderete, Kevin Powell, Mimi Scheuermann and other memorable helpers to be announced...

Thank you to Group Vigilant, LLC for providing AV coordination!

& Thanks to NAPN 2015 Co-Sponsors:
Colorado SOMB; Colorado Department of Human Services And to the Kempe Foundation

Sunday, May 31, 2015

7:30am - 4:00pm  Conference Registration Desk Open

7:15am  Continental Breakfast

8:00am  OPENING GENERAL SESSION: Greetings and Opening Remarks

8:15am  ‘Reflections’ NAPN and the Field
Gail Ryan, NAPN Facilitator & Chris Lobanov-Rostovsky, Colorado SOMB

9:00 – 10:30am  Keynote Address:
‘Sex Ed by Porn?’ Maree Crabbe; Coordinator of the community education project:
Reality & Risk: Pornography, young people and sexuality’
Victoria, Australia

10:30 – 11:00am  Morning Break  Sponsored by Savio House  Thanks !
11:00am – 12:30pm C Workshops                 Sunday, May 31, 2015

C11  **Structured Psychotherapy for Adolescents Responding to Chronic Stress with Sexual Behaviors (SPARCS)**
Shannon Shore MSW LCSW & Mary Beucler BS AP MSW Intern; Barium Springs, Grandfather Home; Charlotte NC
Key: Core skills for cultivating awareness, creating meaning, coping effectively, and connecting with others

C12  **What’s the Latest Research and What should we do about it?**
David Prescott LICSW; Director of Professional Dev & Quality Improvement; Becket Family Services
Key: Recent and emerging findings; implications in assessment treatment policies, and prevention

C13  **Assessment and Treatment of common comorbid psychiatric risk factors of juvenile sexual offending behavior**
Donald Sherak MD; Assistant Clinical Professor, Tufts School of Medicine; Brookline MA
Key: Bipolar, mood, attention, autism spectrum, substance use, and language disorders; assessing and addressing in treatment

C14  **Children’s Sexual Development: Healthy, Unhealthy, and How we can help.**
Jacqueline Page Psy D; University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center; Dept. of Psychiatry; Memphis, TN
Key: Differntiating sexual behavior problems and proactive responses promoting healthy sexual development

C15  **Integration of Evidence Based (Trauma Informed/Strength Based) practice for Residential & Juvenile Justice Youth**
J Steve Hamm Ed.D, LCPC, LSOE, LSOTP ACS; Redeploy IL Coordinator for Kankakee & Iroquois Counties;
In collaboration with Indian Oaks Academy; Monteno IL
Key: Building resilience & well-being; counter-intuitive interventions w high risk residential & community probation populations

12:30  -  2:15pm  Lunch (Included)  and NAPN Future and Awards

2:15 – 3:45pm   D Workshops

D16  **Outcomes for a Multi-Disciplinary Approach with Juveniles who Sexually Offend**
Christopher Lobanov-Rostovsky MSW; Program Director, & Jesse Hansen MPA; Research Analyst
Colorado Sex Offender Management Board, Colorado Division of Criminal Justice
Key: Quantitative & qualitative measures of short and long-term outcomes, including recidivism, before and after state standards

D17  **Families of Sexually Abusive Youth: Research Comparing Incest and Non-Incest Offenses & Implications for Treatment**
George Leibowitz MSW PhD, University of Vermont; Tohoro Akakpo MPA MSW PhD, University of Wisconsin;
David Burton MSW PhD, Smith College School of Social Work
Key: Research comparing large samples from many states; reasons for under-reporting of sibling incest; treatment methods

D18  **‘Was it something I ate?’: The role of Nutrition in Behavioral and Biological Development**
Geoff Sidoli MSW LCSW; Managing Director of TASK; Barium Springs/Grandfather Home for Children; Asheville NC
Key: Recognizing potential environmental influences which can impact behavior, cognition, emotion, sexuality, & treatment

D19  **Measurable Outcomes: What is and is not relevant to prevent further offending?**
Gail Ryan MA; Kempe Perpetration Prevention Program; Assistant Clinical Professor, Dept Peds; UC School of Medicine
Key: Differentiating static vs. changeable factors; focusing on risk reduction / health promotion; defining successful outcomes

D20  **The clear, the not so clear, and the downright confusing: How pornography distorts risk assessment of children and adolescents who sexually harm**
Russell Pratt DPsych; Office of Professional Practice, DHS, Victoria, Australia
Key: Rethinking common risk assumptions regarding severity and types of offenses in reference to pornography exposure

3:45 – 4:30pm     **Afternoon Break**     Cash Bar & Snacks

4:30 - 6:00pm     ***Special Session E: Keynote Follow-up… Movie and Discussion with Maree Crabbe

6:00pm     Dinner (on your own)
Monday, June 1, 2015

7:30am – 5:15pm  Registration Desk Open

7:30am  Continental Breakfast

8:15am  General Session: Good Morning – Announcements

8:30 - 9:15am  ‘Looking Forward: the Challenges and the Vision’  Tom Leversee  MSW LCSW; Adjunct Faculty, University of Denver; Graduate School of Social Work, Denver CO  
Private practice: Consultation, Training, Assessment and Clinical Services

9:15 – 10:30am  “Putting the Soul Back in Healing”  Guest Speaker: Geral Blanchard MA LPC  
Center for Peace Research, Quaker Friends House; Des Moines, IA

10:30 – 11:00am  Morning Break

11:00am - 12:30pm  F Workshops

F22  Trauma Sensitive Yoga in Treatment of Sexual Abuse and Aggression  
David Prescott LICSW; Director of Professional Dev & Quality Improvement; Becket Family Services  
Key: Research based use in transcending complex trauma; key elements; adding to current programming; tips on implementation

F23  Preventing Burnout: Predictable impacts of this work  
Gail Ryan MA; Kempe Perpetration Prevention Program; Assistant Clinical Professor, Dept Peds; UC School of Medicine  
Key: Foreseeable issues and informed consent for employment; vicarious exposure; early interventions; belief in positive change

F24  Clarification 101: Practical techniques to prepare for and facilitate clarification meetings  
Rob Wilkinson MA LPC; Clinical Director, Youth Development Institute (YDI) Phoenix AZ  
Key: Issues and rationale; clarification letter writing; involving victim therapists; facilitating sessions

F25  Cross-Pollination: What juvenile providers can learn from adult work and vice versa  
Jared Hill CMHC, Program Director/Therapist, Sanpete Co Jail; Manti UT  
& Jared Rockwood LCSW Clinical Director, Birdseye RTC; Spanish Forks UT  
Key: Lessons learned and mistakes corrected

F26  Collaboration & Success in the School Setting: Working with Juveniles who have Committed Sexual Offenses  
Raechel Alderete BS, Juvenile Standards Coordinator, & Anna Gisetti MA, School Outreach Consultant; CO SOMB  
Key: Getting ahead of panic in the community; risk and protective factors in the schools; including school personnel in teams

12:30 – 1:30pm  Lunch (Included)  
Don’t Leave yet! Certificates & CEC’s cannot be given for partial attendance! Stay to the end to get full benefit/ full credit.

1:30 – 4:45  G Workshops

G27  Treatment should be fun too! Practical Ways to make your treatment Multimodal and Experiential  
Christin Santiago-Calling BS CTRS; Director of Recreational Therapy; Whitney Academy; East Freetown MA  
Key: Addressing social isolation, trust, interpreting social cues, interpersonal communication, creative coping, well-being

G28  Young Adult Protocols: Treatment implications for transition age youth  
Doug Carpenter LCSW, Lookout Mtn Youth Services Center; Colorado Division of Youth Services; Golden CO  
& Merv Davies LPC; Davies & Associates; Greeley CO  
Key: Risk and protective factors for transitioning to adulthood; Implications of changing expectations, risks and needs

G29  Ideas for Interventions in relation to Risk-Need-Responsivity: Working with adolescents who have engaged in sexually abusive behaviors  
Jacqueline Page Psy D; University of Tennessee Health Sciences Center; Dept. of Psychiatry; Memphis, TN  
Key: Interventions relevant to responsibility factors; adjustments for individual differences; motivation, learning styles & creativity

G30  ‘When the shoe doesn’t fit’; An adaptive & individualized approach to working with youth with intellectual disabilities  
Missy Gursky MA, Clinical Director; RSA, Inc. Lakewood, CO 80215  
&Carl Blake III PsyD LPC; Division of Youth Corrections, Colorado Department of Human Services, Denver CO  
Key: Challenges with the developmentally disabled youth; adapting to individual differences
Program at a Glance

NOTE: Titles abbreviated. Topics are in regards to children & adolescents & sexual offending

May 29, 2015  Friday  6:00 -  8:00  Early Registration Pickup for Pre-registered Participants Only

May 30, 2015

Saturday  7:30 - 5:30  Conference Registration Desk Open

Saturday  9:00 – 12:15 and 2:00 – 5:15  Intensive Seminars: Choose 2 Half day Lunch on your own 12:15 – 2:00

Saturday Breaks Sponsored by Third Way center, Residential Treatment and Education  Thanks!!

9:00 – 12:15
AM Seminar # A1  Improving Outcomes & Alliance: Feedback Informed Treatment  …………………. David Prescott
AM Seminar # A2  Adolescent Development & Our Multi - Media World  …………………. Jacque Page
AM Seminar # A3  “Attach Here” The Role of Attachment in Etiology & Treatment  …………………. Kevin Creeden
AM Seminar # A4  When Abused & Abusing are Both Your Children: Work w Parents..... Amber McDonald & Lisa Tani
AM Seminar # A5  Treating Female Adolescents who Sexually Offend……………………………… Su Robinson

2:00 – 5:15
PM Seminar # B6  Developmental Antecedents: Implications for Intervention  ………………………… Tom Leversee
PM Seminar # B7  Post-traumatic Growth: A Realistic Goal for Thriving After Abuse  ……………………… Geral Blanchard
PM Seminar # B8  How.... Development & Use of MASOC Child/Adolescent Assessment Protocol .... Kevin Creeden
PM Seminar # B9  Supervision & Care of Youth “at risk” for Abusive behavior .... Andrea Steinberg & Erika McElroy
PM Seminar # B10  Trauma-Responsive Services: A Strength-Based Approach  ………………………….. Kevin Powell

Saturday 7:00 - 9:00  ***** Welcoming Event: Reception with Light Fare and Cash Bar   ******

May 31, 2015

Sunday  7:00 – 4:30  Registration Desk Open
Sunday  7:00  Continental Breakfast

Sunday  8:00  Opening Session: Greetings and Opening Remarks
8:15 -  9:00  “Reflections: NAPN & the Field”  Gail Ryan & Chris Labonov-Rostovsky

Sunday  9:00  - 10:30  Keynote: “Sex Ed by Porn?”  Maree Crabbe
Coordinator of the community education project: Reality & Risk: Pornography, young people and sexuality

Break  10:30 – 11:00  Sponsored by  Savio House  Thanks !

Sunday 11:00 – 12:30  C Workshops
C11  Structured Psychothx for Adolescents Responding to Chronic Stress (SPARCS)... Shannon Shore, Mary Beaucler
C12  What’s the Latest Research? And What should we do about it?  ………………………………. David Prescott
C13  Assessment & Treatment of Common Co-morbid Psychiatric Risk Factors  …………………... Donald Sherak
C14  Children’s Sexual Development: Healthy, Unhealthy, and How we can help  ………………..…… Jacque Page
C15  Integration of Evidence Based Practice: Trauma Informed & Strength Based in Residential  ………. Steve Hamm

Sunday 12:30 -  2:15  Lunch (included) NAPN Future & Awards........

Sunday  2:15– 3:45  D Workshops
D16  Outcomes Multi-Disciplinary Approach w/ Youth who Sexually Offend..... Chris Lobanov-Rostovsky, Jesse Hansen
D17  Families: Incest and Non-Incest Offenses & Implications for Tx  ………………………… Leibowitz, Tohoro ,Burton
D18  Was it Something I Ate? Understanding nutrition in behavioral & biological development………. Geoff Sidoli
D19  Measurable Outcomes: What is and is not relevant to prevent further offending?  ……………………. Gail Ryan
D20  The Clear, Not so Clear, & Confusing: How Pornography Distorts Risk Assessment  …………………… Russell Pratt

Break  3:45 – 4:30  Cash Bar and snacks

Sunday  4:30 -  6:00
E21  *****Special Session: Keynote follow-up: Movie and discussion with Maree Crabbe

Sunday  6:00  Dinner on Your Own

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
June 1, 2015

Monday 7:30 - 4:30 Registration Desk Open
Monday 7:30 Continental Breakfast

Monday 8:15 General Session ..................Announcements & Greetings ..........

Monday 8:30 – 9:15 Looking ahead: The Future of NAPN & the Field .......... Tom Leversee LCSW

Monday 9:15 – 10:30 Guest Speaker: “Putting the Soul Back in Healing” Geral Blanchard MA LPC
Center for Peace Research, Quaker Friends House; Des Moines, IA

Break 10:30 – 11:00

Monday 11:00 – 12:30 F Workshops

F22 Trauma-Sensitive Yoga in Treatment of Sexual Abuse and Aggression ............................................. David Prescott
F23 Preventing Burnout: Predictable impacts of this work ................................................................. Gail Ryan
F24 Clarification 101: Practical techniques to prepare for and facilitate clarification meetings ...... Rob Wilkinson
F25 Cross Pollination: What juvenile providers learn from adult work & vice versa....... Jerad Hill, Jerod Rockwood
F26 Collaboration & Success in the School Setting ............................................................... Raechel Alderete & Anna Gisetti

Monday 12:30 - 1:30 Lunch (Included)
(Don’t Leave Yet! CEU’s and Certificates of attendance cannot be given for partial attendance)

Monday 1:30 - 4:30 G Seminars (Break at 3:00)

G27 Treatment Should be Fun too! Multimodal & Experiential Treatment ......................... Christin Santiago-Calling
G28 Young Adult Protocols: Treatment implications for Transition Age Youth .......... Doug Carpenter, Merv Davies
G29 Ideas for Interventions in relation to Risk - Need - Responsivity ................................. Jacque Page
G30 When the shoe doesn’t fit: adaptive/individualized approach w intellectual disability Missy Gursky, Carl Blake

4:30 – 5:00 ***Turn in Evaluations and Pickup Certificates of Attendance and/or CEU’s *****

Monday 5:00 Adjourn: Safe Travels!

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

* Note: It is the policy of NAPN to avoid labeling youth as if their behavior defines who they are.
Knowing that most are more like other delinquents than adult sex offenders, and do not continue offending as adults, challenges us to avoid terms such as ‘sex offender’ etc.
We challenge our members to be thoughtful about how we refer to these youth in conversation and print.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

NAPN is an inclusive organization. Attendance at the NAPN conferences includes your membership.
Dues may be billed periodically in relation to operating costs and continuation by payment is optional at such times.

National Adolescent Perpetration Network, Kempe Center, UCSOM; www.kempenapn.org
Conference Registration: NAPN 2015  Denver, Colorado  May 30, 31 & June 1, 2015

(Register on line: www.kempenapn.org courtesy of Kempe Center Foundation; Credit cards or checks)

Only If you cannot register on-line, you may use this form to mail hand written information and payment by check (no credit cards by mail). Payments by check make payable to the Regents of the University of Colorado (Fed ID # 84 6000 555) and Mail to: NAPN 2015; Kempe/TCH/AMC Box 390; 13123 East 16th Ave; Aurora CO 80045

Early Registration Discount Deadline: May 12, 2015 (After May 27, 2015, please register on site)
Refunds: Written request by May 15, 2015 to Gail.Ryan@childrenscolorado.org

Full Name _________________________________________ Degree _____________License #____________
Agency __________________________________________ ______ ___ ________
Address ___________________________________________________________________________________
Suite/Box __________________ City State Zip____________________________________________________
Work Phone (_____) _____________________________      Cell # [_____] ___________________
Email address ______________________________________________________
* Are you Paying for Continuing Education Credits?  ($25.00) _____ yes  _____ no

Payments:  (Note: Pre-conference Seminars are included in cost; no extra payment required)
Early Registration  (by 5/12/15)  $245.00 US ___________  (Deduct $25 with Sheraton reservation #___________)
Regular Registration $265.00 US ___________  ___________  Specify: SW ___ or CC ___
One Day- Specify day: ____________  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________  ___________
Continuing Education Credits (specify type)  $ 25.00 US ___________  No charge ___________  ___________  ___________
Certificate of Attendance  No charge ___________  ___________  ___________
Total…………………………………………..  ___________  U.S. Funds/

Registration on-line at www.kempenapn.org  Pay by credit card or check on line

****Don’t be Fooled ……………Pre-register by May 12, 2015 *****

Note: No hotel charges are included in the registration fee. Be sure to make your hotel reservations by May 7, 2015 !!!

Please fill in all blanks. Your choices of concurrent workshops will help us determine room sizes and the number of hand-outs. Also Please indicate which meals you will attend so we know how many to expect!  If vegetarian, check here: ________
ADA special needs: Please Contact hotel. If you need additional help, call 303-864-5300.

Day/Time         Type of Session         1st Choice 2nd Choice
Saturday May 30, 2015
9:00 - 12:30 AM Half day Seminars A1-A5  A#______ A#______
And 2:00 - 5:30 PM Half day Seminars B6 – B10  B#______ B#______
Sat PM 7:00 - 9:00 Opening Event: Reception  Yes ___ No ___
Sun  May 31, 2015
7:00 - 8:00 Continental Breakfast  Yes ___ No ___
8:00 - 10:30 General Session / Keynote  Yes ___ No ___
11:00 - 12:30 Concurrent C Workshops C11-15  C#______ C#______
12:30 - 2:15 Lunch (provided)  Yes ___ No ___
2:15 - 3:45 Concurrent D Workshops D16-20  D#______ D#______
4:30 - 6:00 Special Session E  Yes ___ No ___
Monday June 1, 2015
7:15 - 8:00 Continental Breakfast  Yes ___ No ___
8:15 - 10:30 General Session : Plenary  Yes ___ No ___
11:00 -12:30 Concurrent F Workshops F30-35  F#______ F#______
12:30 - 1:30 Lunch (provided) Awards Ceremony  Yes ___ No ___
1:30 - 4:30 Concurrent G Seminars G36-40  G#______ G#______
4:30 - 5:00 Pick up Certificate of Attendance 